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Welcome and Introduction 

We are extremely excited to bring to Doncaster this great NEW opportunity for 

adults with a disability. Our members have been asking us to provide more Full Day 

opportunities for them, so we have taken action.  

With Day Centres changing, some closed and others closing locally, disabled people 

need and want new and exciting things to do and places to go. This is it! 

For those who are not aware of the fantastic work we do please visit our website and 

check out our latest newsletter. www.diceenterprise.co.uk. Every week our social 

activities for disabled people attracts more than 200 adults with a disability and on 

top of this we hold regular events to further provide opportunities for disabled people 

to meet new friends and enjoy a wide variety of opportunities. 

Everyone who joins us on this experience (Our Explorers) will be involved with the 

planning of outings. It is more than just a day trip. Members will be taking part in 

interactive quizzes on the journey. Wherever we visit, members will be completing 

various educational tasks and keep their very scrapbook of their journey, experience 

and the challengers they have overcome. They will also be helping us to evaluate our 

visits, so we can let other people know how good these places are in welcoming 

disabled people and giving them an enjoyable experience.   
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Background 

Traditionally, most adults with disabilities have been provided with day services – 

usually centering around a “day centre” to attend along with other people with 

disabilities in the area. However more recently the government has urged providers to 

support people with learning disabilities to do more day activities in different settings 

while still receiving support that meets their individual and specific requirements. 

Since the late 1980s a wide range of community-based alternatives to “traditional” 

day services have emerged in the UK. However, many councils are struggling to make 

the move to more tailored, flexible services that offer choice and control. 

 

Evidence from Scie’s practice survey and report Having a Good Day suggests 

that people with disabilities feel that they “have a good day” when they are: 

 

● Doing things that have a purpose.  

● Being in ordinary places, doing things that most of the public would be doing.  

● Doing things that are right for them.  

● Receiving support that meets their needs.  

● Being in touch with local people, meeting people and developing friendships. 

 

We are confident that our new, and very exciting and different offer, will help 

disabled people to achieve all of this. 

 

Who will be leading on the Day Centre? 

Colin Findley and Nathan Kennedy will be taking a lead on all days out with support 

from other DICE staff where needed. Both are fantastic in engaging and encouraging 

disabled people to be as independent as they can be and supporting them to fulfil 

their true potential. 
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Who can attend? 

This opportunity is open to adults aged 18+ with a disAbility. We are there to help, 

support and guide individuals however we are not trained or experienced to provide 

specific personal care. Those who need ‘Personal Care Support’ are encouraged to take 

part but would need to be supported by there own carer.  There would be an additional 

cost to this of which details can be found on the costings section.  

Although reviewed on an individual basis, for individuals to attend without a carer: 

• They must be able to use the toilet without the need for assistance.  

• They must also be able to self-medicate where and if needed.  

• They should be able to eat and drink without support. 

• They must not have regular challenging behaviour.  

• They must be able to move about either by foot or in wheelchair or mobility 

scooter without the need for assistance. 

 

Where will we be going and when? 

We have an extensive list of indoor and outdoor places and venues where we will visit 

to ensure everyone see new sites, tries new things and gets a completely different 

experience every time. Other than the very odd occasion, we plan to only be travelling 

a maximum of 2 hours each day based on usual route and traffic. We will confirm with 

our Explorers, and their parents/carers, of the location we will be going the morning 

of the day before. Knowing who exactly will be joining us and what weather is 

expected will help us to plan suitably. Vehicles are equipped with Music and DVD 

players too, so people are encouraged to bring in DVD’s and music they like as well as 

headphones. 

Initially we are offering this opportunity every Wednesday with the likelihood of 

expanding on additional days if there is the need and demand. Pick up with be between 

8.30 & 9.15am and drop off will be from 3.45 & 5pm. 

 

Why choose the DICE Out & About Day Centre? 

We are passionate about helping to guide and support disAbled adults to do the things 

that they want to do in a safe and structured way. We will ensure that they have an 

enjoyable experience whilst developing various skills at the same time.  

The days out will be educational and, with a little encouragement at times, we will get 

the best out of everyone. Not only will people grow in confidence and self esteem they 

will be meeting new people, getting new experiences and trying new things. 
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What will it cost and what does this include? 

The full package includes door to door pick up & drop off, Lunch and drinks available at all 

times, enthusiastic and encouraging staff support and a varied day trip with educational input. 

The money also contributes to the running of the vehicles, including fuel, and insurance.  

Please discuss with staff the various payment methods available and don’t forget you 

can use your personal budget / direct payment.  

It is important to note that we get no financial support from any funding or public 

services for the running costs of this project.  

Standard Package - £40.  

This will include pick-up and drop off at Doncaster Train Station and you will need to 

bring your own lunch. 

Optional Extra’s  

Home Pick-Up and Drop Off. Anywhere in Doncaster - £6 

Lunch. Either our own prepared packed lunch or lunch out dependant on location - £6 

Full Package - £48 

Includes Door to Door Pick-Up and Lunch 

Additional Seat for own staff / support worker - £25 

As the number of places on our vehicles are very limited this fee compensates for any 

potential loss of income the seat could have generated from another full paying place.  

 

How do I get in touch to book on and discuss more? 

Call Nathan Kennedy or Colin Findley who are the DICE Inclusion & Engagement 

Managers. One of them will arrange a visit to discuss the opportunity and the needs 

and wants of the disAbled person and complete an application form. We need as much 

notice as possible so please book early. 

We can be contacted as follows: 

Address:  DICE Enterprise, C/O The Park Social Sports Bar, 2 Victoria Road, 

Balby, Doncaster, DN4 0LZ 

Telephone.  Office  01302 483293 / Colin - 07970 413026 / Nathan - 07565 173148 

Email:   dicedoncaster@aol.com  
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